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A B S T R A C T 

The computation of dipole matrix elements plays an important role in the study of 
absorption or emission of radiation by atoms in several fields such as astrophysics or 
inertial confinement fusion. In this work we obtain closed formulas for the dipole matrix 
elements of multielectron ions suitable for using in the framework of a Relativistic 
Screened Hydrogenic Model. 

1. Introduction 

The computation of dipole matrix elements plays an 
important role in the study of absorption or emission of 
radiation by atoms in several fields such as astrophysics, 
inertial confinement fusion and laser applications, among 
others. The dipole oscillator strengths which characterize 
the radiative transitions between two bound states are a 
key piece in the simulation of the absorption or emission 
spectra of ions and these quantities are proportional 
to the square of the radial dipole matrix elements. Thus 
they have been the object of an intensive investigation 
to derive analytical or numerical procedures to compute 
them into a non-relativistic [1-10] or a relativistic 
[11-16] framework. Many of the calculations leading 
to obtain closed analytical expressions for the matrix 
elements of multielectron atoms are based on different 
approaches of the Quantum Defect Theory (QDT) in 
combination, or not, with the WKB method [8,17]. Such 
models obtain analytical solutions of the Schródinger or 

Dirac equation including the non-hydrogenic contribu
tions by simply replacing the hydrogenic radial solutions 
by similar ones depending on effective quantum numbers 
and an effective charge. A detailed review of these models 
is shown in the papers of Nana Engo et al. [16,18], 
who carried out a comprehensive study of different 
quasirelativistic and fully relativistic approaches based 
on the quantum defect model, providing closed-form 
expressions for the calculation of relativistic matrix 
elements. 

In the field of laser-plasma interaction research, it is a 
common approach to use the screened hydrogenic model 
(SHM) to compute the properties of multielectron atoms. 
This model calculates the energy levels of the multi-
electron atom by using the analytical expressions of the 
hydrogenic atom computed with appropriate screened 
nuclear charges [19-25]. The SHM used in the average ion 
model context provides electronic populations with good 
accuracy and it also allows computing the opacity, the 
emissivity and the equation of state of plasma easily. For 
this reason the model has been widely used in the 
simulation of inertial confinement fusion [26-35]. In this 
model, the multielectron atom is described by single-
electron hydrogenic wave function depending on an 
effective charge characteristic of any quantum state 



[36]. Since the dipole matrix elements depend only on the 
wave function of the ions, it is necessary to compute them 
using different screened nuclear charges Q̂  and Q_¡¿ in 
order to describe the initial and final state of the running 
electron. Unlike the quantum defect models cited above, 
the SHM approach is simpler, because all non-hydrogenic 
contributions are concentrated only in the screened 
charge. So the expressions derived in the context of QDT 
are not directly applicable to the SHM since the screened 
charges of the SHM are not equivalent to the effective 
charges of the QDT. Few authors provide general formulas 
for dipole matrix elements suitable for the Screened 
Hydrogenic Model approach and mainly they do it in 
the non-relativistic context [37-39] so there is a lack of 
study in the relativistic frame. 

In this paper we obtain closed formulas for the dipole 
matrix elements of multielectron ions expressed in terms 
of elementary functions depending on the characteristic 
screened charges, so that they are suitable for their use in 
the Relativistic Screened Hydrogenic Model. 

2. Background 

2.2. Relativistic screened hydrogenic model 

In 1930, Slater [25] was the first to introduce the 
concept of screening constant to calculate the energies 
of multielectron atoms, although he gave only empirical 
rules to estimate the screening parameters. Subsequently, 
Mayer [21] developed a model to compute opacities in 
plasmas at high density and temperature in which the 
concept of average atom was introduced and the SHM 
was developed, being the first author to compute several 
sets of universal screening constants. 

The theoretical framework of SHM is due to Layzer in 
the late 1950s [20], who developed a theory based on 
the concept of screening to determine atomic spectra. 
In this theory, each atomic state is characterized by a set 
of screening parameters instead of a wave function. More 
[23] developed a new SHM and introduced a new set of 
screening constants obtained from the fit to a database 
with 800 ionization potentials of 30 elements, calculated 
using a self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Slater code. The 
one-electron states obtained with this set of screening 
constants are degenerated with respect to angular momen
tum, i.e., each state was labeled by the principal quantum 
number n. Faussurier et al. [19] reviewed in detail the 
theoretical basis of SHM and provided a whole new set of 
coefficients with /-splitting, obtained from the fit to a 
database with about 15,600 values of Hartree-Fock excita
tion energies and ionization potentials. This model gives 
more accurate results than More's model. 

Rubiano et al. [24] developed a method that do not use 
screening constants for calculating the screened charge 
and obtaining the screened charges and the external 
screening of the SHM from analytical potentials. Using 
this method and analytical screened hydrogenic wave 
functions, they proposed a SHM model with nlj splitting 
which was strictly valid for the ground states of He-like 
to U-like ions. Recently, we have developed a New 
Relativistic Screened Hydrogenic Model (NRSHM) based 

on a new set of universal screening constants [22], obtained 
by fitting to a database containing 61,356 high quality 
atomic data. It was conceived to deal with ground and 
excited configurations of medium and highly ionized atoms 
and in this paper we will make use of it to compute the 
screened charges Q̂  and Q¡¿. 

2.2. The Dirac equation and the relativistic screened 
hydrogenic model 

In the screened hydrogenic model each bound electron 
moves in the individual potential 

Q-nlj 
Un,j(r) •• -+A nlj. (1) 

depending on the nuclear charge and the other atomic 
electrons. In this equation the quantum state of the bound 
electron is described in a relativistic frame by the quan
tum numbers n, /, and j , the parameter Qn// is called the 
screened charge of the level and An¡¡ is a constant term 
depending on the screened charge which will be referred 
further as the external screening constant. Several meth
ods can be found in the literature to determine these 
parameters [24,38]. 

The Dirac equation has analytical solutions for this 
potential and therefore the wave functions and energy 
levels can be expressed in an analytical form. The exact 
solutions of the stationary Dirac equation [40,41] 

H\j/ = (cap+mc2/?- Q-nlj 
+A„,j l// = CnKl// 

X¡f. 
yfmWfntjir) 

'^¿(n)gn)J(r) 

(2) 

(3) 

where the spinor spherical harmonics y± (n) = y? * 1/2)(n) 
are given explicitly in terms of the ordinary spherical 
functions Y)m(n),n = n(0,<f>) = r/r, and the special Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients with the spin 1/2 as follows: 

/ -¡- /(/+1/2) + (m-T/2)v , , \ 
+ / + V 2j + (l±l) ' j± l /2 ,m- l /2W \ 

' y ' " l ( n ) = /0-+l/2)±(m+l72W ( , ' ( 4 ) 

\ V 2j + (l±l) 'j±l/2,m+l/2W J 

where j stands for the total angular momentum and m is 
its projection. The large component Fny(r) and the small 
component Gnlj(r) of the radial wave function are, in 
atomic units [38] 

Fnij(r) = rf„,j(r) 

4av(K-v)a ^e-^ [/X-^W+Mn^W] • 

B nlj 
yv„-x/2 Cn);(r) = rg n ) J . ( r )= 4 a v ( K ._ v ) a l / 2 , 

(5) 

They are expressed in terms of the generalized 
Laguerre polynomials if (x) and depending on the variable 
x = 2ar/a. In this expression a is the fine structure 
constant, r is the radial coordinate and a is a parameter 
that depends on the screened charge as well as the 



quantum numbers of the state, and it is defined using the 
following expression: 

«Q., nlj 
(6) 

n - i - 2 + v ) +(a(inij) 

where v = i/(/+i)2-(aQ.n!;)2 a n c ' K = -2(/ -0( /+i) - The rest 
of the terms in Eq. (5) are given by 

/ i 

Si 

a (aQ.ni/)2 

1 x . 7 2 

OKÍ n-j--+v -aQ.n)j v 

g2 = a.Q_nlj. 

f2 = K-V, 

aQ.ni/' 

(7) 

(8) 

Finally, the normalization constant has the following 
expression: 

B, nlj'-
2a2 f2(n-j-\)! [aK(n-j-\ +v)-aQ_nlj v] 

aQ„i/ r(n-j-l+2v) 
(9) 

In Eq. (5) it is necessary to assign L^"1"1 = 0 for 
j = n -1 /2 . The wave functions defined in this way depend 
on the screened charges of each orbital Qn//, and they are 
independent on the external screening constant An¡¡, 
which modifies only the energy levels enl¡. They are given 
by the expression: 

enij ; 1 + 
«QJII 

n-j-1/2 + fi+ l/2)2-(aa„S)2 

2\ -V2 

+ Aiij. 

(10) 

where me is the electron mass and c is the speed of light. 

3. Semi-relativistic calculation of matrix elements 

Dipole radial matrix elements are required to compute 
oscillator strengths needed to model radiative transitions 
between bound states. These matrix elements are given 
by [42] 

<n,/j'|r|n',/'j"> = / [Fn,j(r)Fn,lJ(r) + Gn,j(r)Gn,(f(r)]r dr 

Fnij(r)rFn,,y(f)dr+ / Gnlj(r)rG„,,j(r) dr = rF + rc. 
o Jo 

(11) 

In the following paragraphs we will make explicit the 
dependence on the quantum numbers of the parameters 
of the radial wave functions defined in the previous 
section by means of the subindex k=nlj and k' = n'l'f. 
Also, we will explicitly show the dependence on the radial 
coordinate r instead of the variable x defined above. Radial 
wave functions are now written as 

Fk(r) = Ckal^e-v\fV(2akrL2^ + ' (2akr) +f2kL
2^ (2akr)\ 

Gk(r) = Cka
v
k^e-a"r[gVc2akrL2^ + ' (2akr) +g2kL

2^ (2a«r)l 

(12) 

where we have also defined the following state depending 
constants: 

->Kk-2c 

ck-
2Bk . 3 

•~ , •> 1/7. ak = a/a, m = n-j--. 
avk(Kk-vk)aV2 2 

If we write out the term rF in Eq. (11), we obtain 

rf- FkrFk dr= Ck C¡¿ a"k
k a** rv"+^ +! e-'fl"+a«* 

x I/7, t2a tr4v*+ ' (2akr) +h^llXi (2a«r)] 

x\fv¿2akrL2^ + \2akr)+f2kL
2^(2akr)]dr, 

this yields 

rF = 4QQa;/<+1a;/ +•/„/,„. 

J
/»oo 
I r v t + i ' , ( .+3 e - ( a , ( + a , , ) r L 2 v , ( + l ( 2 a f c r ) L 2 v , ( , + l ( 2 a f c / r ) d r 

0 

+2C, íC,^;/+1a;//1 , /2 / í-
r-OQ 

x / rv"+^ + 2e-<a"+a^r41'"+1(2a,ír)L
2

a!^1
1(2a,í.r)dr 

x r r^+^+2e-(^+a^rL2^k-1\2akr)2ak.L
2^ + i(2ak.f) dr 

Jo 

+ CkCk,a
v¿av¿?f2kf2k, 

J
/»oo 

I rvk+iv +1 e-«"k+"V»!;^-1 (20^)4?, V (2a,,- r) dr, 
o 

and, finally, it can be written as 

rF = 4CkCkd>k
k+'av«^fvJVilh(m,2vk + \,m',2vk +1) 

+ 2C,íQ-a;í"
+1a;//1,/2,í-/1(m,2v,í + l,m' + l,2v, í--l) 

+ 2 C k Q f l > ; ' + , / 2 l / t f / , (m + \,2vk-\,m',2vk, +1) 

+ QQ-a;/<a;//2,/2,í-/o(m + l,2v, í-l,m' + l,2v, í--l), 

(13) 

where it has been defined as the function 

¡a(qk,Pk,qk-,Pk) 

= / rivk+v̂  + D+« e-<a"+fl^rLP;;(2a,ír)L^ (2a(i-r) dr, 

(14) 

which will be further referred as RR-integral. Using this 
notation the term associated to the minor component rG 

can be expressed in a similar way 

rc = 4C,íC,í-a;/ + 1a;/+1g1,íg1,íJ2(m,2v,í + l,m',2v,í- + l) 

+2C, íC,^;/+1a;/g1, íg2^1(m,2v, í + l ,m ' + l ,2v, í- l ) 

+2C,íC,í-a;/<aJ/ + 1g2,íg1/í-/1(m + l,2v,í-l,m',2v,í- + l) 

+ CkCka
v
k
ka^g2kg2kI0(m + \,2vk-1,m' + l,2v, í--l). 

(15) 

Finally, joining all these results we obtain for the 
matrix elements the expression 

</í|r|/í'>=4QCl-a»» + ,a¡!''+,(flkflk.+gllglk.)/2(m,2vl + l,m',2vl- + l) 

+ 2QCl-a»» + ,a^(flkf2k.+gllg2k.)/,(m,2vl + l,m' + l,2vl--l) 

(16) 
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which depends on integrals like the ones defined in Eq. 
(14). In the following section we develop a method to 
obtain an analytical expression for these integrals. 

4. Analytical solution of the RR-Integrals 

The RR-integral in Eq. (14) has the general form: 
poo 

ls(.qk,Pk,q*,Pv) = l rse-^+a^V¿(2akr)Lp£ (2a„r) dr, 

ak + ak> > 0, s > 0. (17) 

In order to obtain an analytical solution for this 
integral we first substitute one of the associated Laguerre 
polynomial by its power series expansion 

l-p
q
k
k(2akr)--

spPk (-2ai,r/r(i;i,+P|,+ 1) j f n 

2-^t = Qr<f+\)r<f+pk + v>r(qk-t+\) " 4k ¿ u. 
if qk < 0, 

(18) 

and rearranging this yields 

I (a D a v) V (-2akyr(qk+Pk + l) 
h(qk,Pk,qk:Pk)- l . r ( t + 1 ) r ( t + p j t + 1 ) r ( ( J j t _ t + 1 ) 

/•OO 

x / r s + te-< a"+ a ' ' ) rL^(2a, i-r)dr . (19) 

The integral in the above expression has the next 
analytical solution depending on a Gauss hypergeometric 
function [43] 

xt<e-zxL«(x) dx 

Re p>-\, Rez>0 . 

By substituting x = 2akr into Eq. (19) 

h(qk,Pk,qk-,Pk) 

= f- {-2akfr{qk+pk + \) 

¿-0(2a,í,)
s+t+1r(t+i)r(t+p,í+i)r(q,í-t+i) 

(20) 

/•OO 

x / xs + 'e-^a" + a^2a^xLp/k,(x)dx} (21) 

and taking into account that z=(ak+a'k)/2ak> we finally 
obtain the expression 

Ua n a n 1 - V (-2akfr(qk+pk + r) 
t=o(2%) r ( t+ i ) f ( t+Pt + i ) f (q t - t+ i ) 

r (s+t+i)r(p t-+q t . + i) ,,, f,,, _ / t ., ., ., ^ 
q^rQ^ + 1) ! n , i Fk 

(22) 

An alternative solution of the RR-integrals that pro
vides an analytical formula easy to implement into a 
computational code is shown in Appendix A. 

5. Fully relativistic calculation of matrix elements 

5.2. General case 

The semi-relativistic approximation shown in Section 3 
is appropriated while evaluating the relativistic changes 
only due to wave functions. To obtain a better evaluation 
of the impact of the relativistic operator on radial integrals 

and therefore on oscillator strengths a fully relativistic 
calculation is needed to take into account the effect of 
retardation. This effect takes into account the delay in the 
electromagnetic interaction between bound electron and 
the incident photon due to the finite value of the speed of 
light. We included it by computing the matrix elements in 
the Babushkin gauge that reduces to the length form in the 
non-relativistic limit. In this context the matrix elements 
adopts the form [42] 

3 

h 
r
kk ~h + ^H+r2 (23) 

k) being the wave number of the photon, AK = Kk—Kk, with 
Kk = -2(jk-lk)(jk + \/2) and 

H = / [Fk(r)Gk.(r) + Gk(r)Fk,(r)]/2for) dr, 
Jo 

J, [Fk(r)Fk,(r) + Gk(r)Gk~(r)]/, for) dr. 

(24) 

(25) 

In these equations Fk(r) and Gk(r) are the large and small 
component of the radial wave function (5), respectively, and 
the function jL(k^r) is the spherical Bessel function of o r d e r ! 

i y for)2? 
2) p!(2L + 2 p + l ) ! f h(hr) = (k)r)LYJ 

p = 0 

(26) 

where !! denotes the double factorial. An analytical solution 
for the matrix elements rkk>, in terms of the RR-integral, is 
obtained by substituting Eqs. (24)-(26)) into Eq. (23) 

N / U P 

p = 0 

'<? 
p!(2p + 3)!! 

x / [Fk(r)Fk(r) + Gk(r)Gk.(r)]r2P+'1 dr 
Jo 

N / u P 
oiAK 1 

+ 3 br + 1 E 
p = 0 

fcf+1 

p!(2p + 5)!! 

Fk(r)Gk(r)r2P+2dr 

+ 3 
AK N 

E 
p = 0 

' fcf+1 

p!(2p + 5)!! 

Gk(r)Fk(r)r2P+2 dr. (27) 

The integrals in the above expression can be 
expressed as a sum of four terms containing RR-integrals, 
Iy(n,a,m,p), where the values of the order a of Eq. (14) are 
between 2 p + 2 and 2p for the first one, and 2 p + 3 and 
2p + 1 for the two latter 

poo 

/ [Fk(r)Fl¿(r) + Gk(r)Gl¿(r)]rli'+* dr 
Jo 

= A A k/i k + g\ \&\ k )hp+2(m,2vk + \,m',2vk + \) 
+ B(fvJ2k- +g\kg2k-)hp+i(m,2vk + -l,m' + \,2vk.-l) 

+C(f2kfv¿ +g2kgv¿)hp+\(m + \,2vk-\,m',2vk> +1) 

+VífnJiic- +g2kg2i¿ )hP (m + 1 , 2 vk - 1 , m' + 1 , 2 v¡¿ - 1 ) , 
(28) 

Fk(r)Gk(r)r2P+2 dr = Aflkglk.I2p+3(m,2vk + l,m',2vk. +1) 

+®fv<g2k>hp+2(m,2vk + \,m' + \,2vk-\) 



Table 1 
Matrix elements (a.u.) computed for some ions of the Ne isoelectronic sequence. Ark¡¿ is the difference between values obtained from the analytical 
expression and values computed from the wave function integration. 

Ion 

Ne 

Qt = 5.7108 

Ek = -128.6640 

F e + 16 

Qk = 21.7108 
Ek = -1148.3810 

Au + 69 

Qt = 74.7108 

Ek = -12793.5433 

k' 

3s1/2 

3d3/2 

3d5/2 

4s1/2 

4d3/2 

4d5/2 

5s-[j2 

3s1/2 

3d3/2 

3d5/2 

4s1/2 

4d3/2 

4d5/2 

5S1/2 

3s1/2 

3d3/2 

3d5/2 

4s1/2 

4d3/2 

4d5/2 

5s-[j2 

Q-v 

4.1567 

1.3506 

1.3235 

2.7518 

1.2797 

1.1933 

1.8381 

20.1567 

17.3506 

17.3235 

18.7518 

17.2797 

17.1933 

17.8381 

73.1567 

70.3506 

70.3235 

71.7518 

70.2797 

70.1933 

70.8381 

Ek 

-128.2287 

-128.1450 

-128.1557 

-128.1445 

-128.1372 

-128.1331 

-128.1722 

-1121.7607 

-1118.5910 

-1118.5774 

-1112.3841 

-1111.3408 

-1111.2504 

-1108.4477 

-12441.9224 

-12411.7960 

-12407.5781 

-12299.8235 

-12288.7969 

-12286.6614 

-12236.9149 

rw 

-1.200 x 10"1 

6.853 x 10~2 

6.508 x 10~2 

-1.270 x 10-1 

4.457 x 10~2 

3.730 x 10~2 

-4.775 x 10~2 

2.371 x 10~2 

1.787 x 10-1 

1.785 xlO"1 

3.703 x 10~3 

8.727 x 10~2 

8.741 x 10~2 

-6.506 x 10-" 

1.678 x 10~2 

5.823 x 10~2 

5.872 x 10~2 

6.019 x 10~3 

2.272 x 10~2 

2.383 x 10~2 

3.396 x 10~3 

Ar t t. 

4.163 xl0~ 1 7 

0.0000 

1.388 x 10~17 

5.274 x 10~16 

5.064 x 10-1 3 

1.388 x 10~17 

1.943 x 10~16 

2.012 x l O - 1 6 

2.776 x 10~17 

1.110 x i o - 1 6 

4.124 x 10~16 

1.249 x 10~16 

8.327 x 10~17 

5.332 x 10~16 

4.857 x 10~17 

3.469 x 10~17 

6.939 x 10~18 

1.258 x 10~16 

3.469 x 10~18 

0.0000 

7.156 x 10~17 

+Cf2kS^hp+2(m + \,2vk-\,m',2v^+\) 
+Vf2kg2kl2p+,(m + \,2vk-\,m> + \,2vu-\), (29) 

Gk(r)Fi¿(r)r2p+2dr = Agíkfv¿I2p+3(m,2vk + -l,m\2vi¿ + l) 

+Sg1,</2k'/2p+2(m.2v,í + l,m' + l,2v, í--l) 
+Cg2¡Jv¿l2p+2(m + \,2vk-\,m' ,2vk +\) 
+Vg2J2kl2p+,(m + \,2vk-\,m' + \,2vk-\), (30) 

where 

A = 4CkCkal^av'f^, B = 2CkCka\^ a^, 

C = 2CkCká>¿á>¿ + \ V = CkCua^a>«. 

5.2. Expression for small arguments of jn(k)r) 

A closed expression for the matrix elements for k^r^O 
can be obtained by retaining only the first term, (p=0) in 
Eq. (26) 

i (k r\ ~ JMÍL_ J i f c r ) ~ ( 2 L + l ) ! ! ' 

and introducing it into Eqs. (24) and (25), this yields 
r-OO r-OO 

rkk = \ Fk(r)Fk-(r)r dr+ / Gk(r)Gk(r)r dr 
Jo Jo 

"fci {AK 

+ 

(31) 

5 V 2 
hfAK 
5 V 2 

•0 
-0] 

poo 
/ Fk(r)G,¿(r)r2 dr 

Jo 
poo 
/ G^F^rJr2 dr. 

Jo 
(32) 

The two first integrals are <r>> and <rc>, respec
tively, and the effect of retardation is introduced by the 

two latter integrals, which expressed as a function of the 
RR-integrals read as 

/»oo 

/ Fk(r)Gk(r)r2 dr 
Jo 

= AfV{gv¿h(m,2vk +1 ,m',2v,<- +1) 
+ Bfug2k!¡2(rn,2vk + \,m' + \,2vl¿-\) 
+Cf2kgu¿h(m + \,2vk-\,m

t,2v¡¿ + \) 
+ Vf2kg2k-h(m + \,2vk-\,m' + -l,2vk.-r), 

Gk(r)Fk(r)r2dr = Agíkfv¿h(m,2vk + -l,m',2vk+l) 

+B gvJ2k>h(m,2vk + \,m' + \,2vk-\) 
+Cg2kf-lkd2(m + \,2vk-\,m',2vk. + r) 
+Vg2kf2kU(m + \,2vk-\,m! + \,2vu-X), 

(33) 

(34) 

This last expression for rkk reproduces the semi-relativistic 
expression (11) when the lowest-order term 1=1 in Eq. (31) 
is considered. 

6. Results 

With the purpose of validating the new expression for 
matrix elements and to check its results, we begin this 
section comparing the values obtained from the expres
sion (16) with the ones obtained from numerical solution 
of the radial component of the wave function. In Table 1 
we show the values of matrix elements for some ions of 
the Ne isoelectronic sequence computed for transitions of 
a single electron from the ground state k to several 
excited states k'. As seen the difference Arkk' between 
values obtained from the new analytical expression and 
those computed from the wave function integration is 
about the numerical machine error, indicating that the 



Table 2 
RR-integral values /„ and matrix elements rk¡¿ for Li-like and Be-like iron ions computed for transitions of a single electron from 2s1/2 to several excited 

states k'. Values of screened charges Qt and Q¡¿ are also shown together with the arguments and order of the integrals. 

Ion Qt Q-k Ik Pk Ik Pk h rkk 

Fe+ 

Fe+ 

3Pi/: 

3p3 /2 

3d, 

4s1/2 

24.6253 

24.6253 

23.503 

23.503 

24.1108 

24.1076 

22.0437 

22.4893 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

2.9674 

2.9674 

0.9674 

0.9674 

2.9674 

2.9674 

0.9674 

0.9674 

2.9704 

2.9704 

0.9704 

0.9704 

2.9704 

2.9704 

0.9704 

0.9704 

1 

2 

1 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2.9688 

0.9688 

2.9688 

0.9688 

4.9845 

2.9845 

4.9845 

2.9845 

4.987 

2.987 

4.987 

2.987 

2.9729 

0.9729 

2.9729 

0.9729 

2 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

1 

0 

-1.2804 x 10~6 

3.6774 x 10~6 

3.2301 x 10~5 

-1.0770 x 10-" 

5.0234 x 10~7 

-1.2458 x 10~6 

-9.0461 x 10~6 

3.1661 x 10~5 

7.8053 x 10~7 

-1.5117 x 10~6 

-1.3488 x 10~5 

3.8756 x 10~5 

-2.7422 x 10~6 

3.5819 x 10~6 

6.7681 x 10~5 

-1.1069 x 10-" 

1.92 x 10~2 

1.14 x 1 o - 1 

1.89x10- ' 

1.25 x 10-2 

new analytical expression of matrix elements is exact. The 
values of screened charges and energies corresponding to 
initial and final configurations of each transition are also 
shown. They have been computed making use of the 
NRSHM [22]. 

To numerically illustrate the order of magnitude of 
the RR integrals Ja, Table 2 shows values involved in the 
calculation of matrix elements for transitions of one 
electron from the state 2s1/2 to different excited states 
fe', for Li-like and Be-like iron ions. This table also shows 
values for screened charges Q̂  and Q_¡¿, integral arguments 
Ik'Pk'Ik'Pk' a n d integral order a. 

In Table 3 we compare absolute values of radial matrix 
elements for some members of the Li isoelectronic sequence 
with Dirac-Hartree-Fock (DHF) values, Dirac-quantum-
defect orbitals (DQDO) and Dirac-supersymmetry-based 
quantum-defect theory (DSQDT) values were taken from 
Ref. [44]. The values of matrix elements obtained for neutral 
lithium have a big relative error when comparing with the 
ones from the other models. This is due to the use of the 
NRSHM which does not provide good values of screened 
charges for neutral or slightly ionized elements and it cannot 
be attributed to the expression presented in this paper. In this 
model, configurations belonging to neutral atoms and two 
first ionization states were not included in the fit of the 
screening constants, since the NRSHM was conceived to 
compute the atomic properties of ICF plasmas. In this kind 
of plasmas the abundances of these species are negligible 
except during the first moments of target irradiation. More
over, as the ionization state increases in a multielectron 
atom, the electron-electron term in the Hamiltonian 
decreases, so the behavior of the system is better modeled 
by a hydrogenic approximation. In fact, we found out that 
considering these configurations in the fitting of the screen
ing constants led to worse results for the remaining states of 
ionization. Accordingly, Table 3 shows that the values of 
matrix elements improve considerably when increasing the 
value of Z for the Li-like sequence. 

Table 3 
Absolute values of radial matrix elements between states 2s2S and np 
2Pi/2,3/2 (" — 2,3) for some members of the Li isoelectronic sequence. 
DQDO, DSQDT and DHF are fully relativistic results [44]. Values are given 

Ion Final state DQDO DSQDT DHF This work £f"F(%) 

Mo+ 

2Pl/2 

2p3 /2 

3Pl/2 

3p3 /2 

2Pl/2 

2p3 /2 

3Pl/2 

3p3 /2 

2Pl/2 

2p3 /2 

3Pl/2 

3p3 /2 

4.1575 4.1169 4.1205 3.8110 7.5112 

4.1576 4.1169 4.1205 3.8230 7.2200 

0.2238 0.2100 0.1900 0.0193 89.8421 

0.2238 0.2100 0.1899 0.0071 96.2612 

0.1244 0.1243 0.1241 0.1244 -0.2417 

0.1271 0.1270 0.1269 0.1272 -0.2364 

0.0710 0.0711 0.0711 0.0714 -0.4219 

0.0669 0.0671 0.0670 0.0674 -0.5970 

0.0460 0.0460 0.0459 0.0461 -0.4357 

0.0523 0.0523 0.0522 0.0523 -0.1916 

0.0293 0.0295 0.0295 0.0296 -0.3390 

0.0197 0.0199 0.0199 0.0202 -1.5075 

To illustrate the goodness of the expressions obtained, 
oscillator strengths for several transitions of Li-like and 
Na-like ions are presented in Tables 4 and 5. The NRSHM 
has been used in this work to compute transition energies 
between levels necessaries for computing these oscillator 
strengths [41 ]. Table 4 shows our results for transitions of 
a single electron from the level 2s1/2 to 2p, ,2, 2p3/2, 3p, ,2 

and 3p3/2 for some Li-like ions. They are compared with 
results obtained from WKB model, Klein-Gordon WKB 
model (WKB-KG), self-consistent Hartree-Slater model 
(CAHS), fully relativistic supersymmetry-inspired quan
tum-defect model (DSQDT), and with ab initio results, 
obtained from the compilation published in Ref. [13]. 
Column labeled NRSHM contains values computed in 
the semi-relativistic NRSHM approach explained in 
Section 3, whereas the column labeled NRSHM* shows 



Table 4 
Oscillator strengths corresponding to transitions from 2s1/2 to 2p1/2, 2p3/2, 3p1 /2 and 3p3 /2 respectively for some Li-like ions computed in the semi-

relativistic approach NRSHM, and the fully relativistic approach NRSHM*. 

Ion WKB KG-la KG-Ob KG-NKC CAHS" DSQDTe Ab initio NRSHM NRSHM* 

18 

20 

22 

24 

26 

36 

42 

Ar , 5 + 

Ca1 

Q.21 + 

Fe23+ 

Kr33+ 

MoJ 

0.0260 

0.0576 
0.1225 
0.2450 

0.0233 

0.0535 
0.1288 
0.2516 

0.0210 

0.0507 
0.1311 
0.2545 

0.0192 

0.0488 
0.1331 
0.2565 

0.0177 

0.0477 
0.1353 
0.2706 

0.0127 

0.0502 
0.1398 
0.2575 

0.0109 

0.0563 
0.1424 
0.2529 

0.0261 

0.0578 
0.1214 
0.2427 

0.0234 

0.0538 
0.1274 
0.2486 

0.0211 

0.0509 
0.1292 
0.2508 

0.0193 

0.0491 
0.1308 
0.2520 

0.0178 

0.0481 
0.1326 
0.2651 

0.0129 

0.0510 
0.1341 
0.2466 

0.0112 

0.0575 
0.1343 
0.2376 

0.0260 

0.0575 
0.1226 
0.2451 

0.0232 

0.0534 
0.1289 
0.2517 

0.0209 

0.0505 
0.1311 
0.2546 

0.0191 

0.0486 
0.1331 
0.2566 

0.0176 

0.0474 
0.1354 
0.2707 

0.0126 

0.0496 
0.1400 
0.2578 

0.0107 

0.0554 
0.1425 
0.2534 

0.0261 

0.0577 
0.1217 
0.2433 

0.0233 

0.0537 
0.1277 
0.2494 

0.0211 

0.0508 
0.1297 
0.2518 

0.0193 

0.0490 
0.1314 
0.2532 

0.0177 

0.0479 
0.1333 
0.2666 

0.0128 

0.0506 
0.1357 
0.2497 

0.0111 

0.0569 
0.1366 
0.2421 

0.0260 

0.0575 
0.1200 
0.2360 

0.0232 

0.0534 
0.1223 
0.2386 

0.0210 

0.0506 
0.1244 
0.2413 

0.0192 

0.0487 
0.1261 
0.2430 

0.0177 

0.0476 
0.1280 
0.2430 

0.0127 

0.0500 
0.1320 
0.2430 

0.0109 

0.0561 
0.1330 
0.2380 

0.0260 

0.0575 
0.1205 
0.2365 

0.0232 

0.0534 
0.1229 
0.2401 

0.0210 

0.0506 
0.1248 
0.2426 

0.0192 

0.0487 
0.1265 
0.2444 

0.0177 

0.0476 
0.1277 
0.2453 

0.0127 

0.0498 
0.1322 
0.2438 

0.0109 

0.0556 
0.1336 
0.2384 

0.0260' 

0.0580 
0.1200' 
0.2360 

0.0234g 

0.0538 

0.0212g 

0.0509 

0.0193g 

0.0490 

0.0180' 

0.0480 
0.1280' 
0.2450 

0.0127' 

0.0499 
0.1350b 

0.2490 

0.0110 

0.0560 
0.1330 
0.2380 

0.0260 

0.0606 
0.1209 
0.2376 

0.0233 

0.0562 
0.1234 
0.2415 

0.0210 

0.0530 
0.1254 
0.2442 

0.0192 

0.0509 
0.1271 
0.2462 

0.0176 

0.0495 
0.1285 
0.2474 

0.0125 

0.0508 
0.1328 
0.2464 

0.0107 

0.0563 
0.1342 
0.2419 

0.0260 

0.0606 
0.1204 
0.2368 

0.0233 

0.0562 
0.1227 
0.2405 

0.0210 

0.0530 
0.1246 
0.2431 

0.0192 

0.0509 
0.1260 
0.2448 

0.0176 

0.0495 
0.1272 
0.2457 

0.0125 

0.0509 
0.1302 
0.2431 

0.0106 

0.0563 
0.1307 
0.2374 

a KG-1: Lagmago Kamta et al. [13]. 
b KG-0: Lagmago Kamta et al. [13]. 
c KG-NK: Nana Engo et al. [16]. 
" CAHS: Theodosiou et al. [46]. 
e DSQDT: Nana Engo et al. [18]. 
' DHF: Armstrong et al. [47]. 
g MCDF: Cheng et al. [48]. 
h Quasirelativistic RHF: Karwowski and Szulkin [49]. 

Table 5 
Experimental and theoretical oscillator strengths corresponding to 
transitions from 3s1/2 to 3p1/2 , first entry, and 3p3/2 , second entry, for 
some Na-like ions computed with the fully relativistic approach. Table 
compiled from Ref. [45]. 

Ion 

T i n + 

Fe ,5+ 

Ni , 7 + 

C u is+ 

ANDC 

0.143 + 0.009 

0.312 + 0.019 

0.115 + 0.007 

0.244 + 0.015 

0.109 + 0.007 

0.226 + 0.014 

0.112 + 0.007 

NRSHM* 

0.146 

0.336 

0.123 

0.289 

0.114 

0.270 

0.110 

Other experiment 

0.124b 

0.244c 

0.114" 

0.237" 

0.112e 

Theory3 

0.156 

0.322 

0.125 

0.272 

0.115 

0.255 

0.111 

a Kim and Cheng [50], relativistic Hartree-Fock. Values for Ti, Ni, and 
Cu are interpolated. 

b Buchet et al. [51], multiexponential fit. 
c Buche te ta l . [51], ANDC. 
"Pegge ta l . [52]. 
e Pegg et al. [53]. 

the same values computed using the fully relativistic 
calculation of matrix elements discussed in Section 5.1. 
In the calculations presented here the convergence was 
reached taking N=4 in Eq. (27). There is a good agree
ment with the reference values for the results obtained 
with both approaches, being significantly better when 
they are calculated in the fully relativistic approach. Thus, 
the relative errors of the oscillator strengths for the 
transitions shown, computed in the semi-relativistic 
approximation, have an average error of 1.59% in relation 
to CASH values, and 1.45% compared with those obtained 
by the DSQDT method. These values are generally lower 
when using the fully relativistic approach, decreasing in 
both cases around 0.1%. In any case the error never 
exceeds the 6%, these results being similar to the differ
ence between the models considered. 

Finally, Table 5 shows oscillator strengths for transi
tions from 3s1/2 to 3p1/2 and 3p3/2 of Na-like ions calcu
lated in the fully relativistic approximation and compared 
with experimental and theoretical results [45]. Again, the 



oscillator strengths obtained with the NRSHM are in good 
agreement with the experimental ones. 

7. Conclusions 

We have developed an analytical expression to determine 
the values of relativistic matrix elements in both semi-
relativistic and fully relativistic approaches making use of 
relativistic screened hydrogenic wave functions. To obtain 
this formula has been necessary to determine analytically the 
value of radial integrals expressions of the relativistic 
Laguerre polynomials that depend on the screened charge 
of each of the levels involved in a transition. The final formula 
is expressed in terms of a sole Gauss hypergeometric function 
and it has been tested which gives exact values when 
comparing with those obtained by means of the numerical 
integration of the radial matrix elements using relativistic 
screened hydrogenic wavefunctions. 

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the new expression 
of relativistic matrix elements in the computation 
of the optical properties of the atoms, it has been 
used together with the NRSHM to obtain the oscillator 
strengths for Li- and Na-like ions. Comparisons with values 
obtained from more sophisticated models and experimental 
data indicate that it is valid for the description of medium 
and highly ionized atoms such as those typically found in 
plasma physics and astrophysics. We would like to remark 
that the expressions for matrix elements obtained in this 
paper have been derived in the frame of the validity of the 
relativistic screened hydrogenic model, so that they should 
be used with caution outside of this scope. 
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Appendix A. Alternative method to solve the RR-Integral 

A3. Analytical expression of the RR-Integral 

In this section we will show an alternative method to 
obtain an analytical expression for the integral function 
defined in (14). We start from the general expression 

h(qk,Pk,qk-,Pk) 

rse(a„+a„,)rLP,,(2a/(r)£ft;(2a/(,r) dr, ak+ak > 0, s > 0 

(A.1) 

The method we are going to describe uses as starting 
point the generatrix function of Laguerre polynomials 
[43], which, using the notation defined in this work, can 

be written as 

n _ y ) - P t - i e ( - 2 a t y / ( i - y ) ) r . Y^y%k&akr) \y\<\ (A.2) 
p. = o 

On multiplying both sides of this equation by the 
factor e[~lflk+ai<'>r]rsLpfkl(2ak>f), and integrating from zero to 
infinity, we obtain 

poo 

(l_y)-pk-i / e-(a^a'^2a"y^-^rrsLp^(2akr)dr 

x^y^ e-Cx+^Vl.^ (2akr)LpJ(2akr) dr 

oo 

n = 0 
(A.3) 

In the first term of Eq. (A.3) we can express the 
Laguerre polynomials in terms of confluent hypergeo
metric function 

F(-9/<'.P/<'+1.2%r), 

and we can substitute the exponent by 

ak+ak + jZyjr= ^ r, 

where aw = (ak-ak.)/(ak+ak). 
After substituting and rearranging, we obtain for the 

first term of Eq. (A.3) the final form 

( i -y) 
-Pk-i r(qk+pk, + V) 

qkdr(pk+\) 
¡••oo 

x / e[-«a"+a^<1 + a«^»/(i-y)i-]ríF(_q/í,iP/í, + i |2a,í-r)dr 
JO 

r(qk+pk+\)r(s+\) a-yf f-Pk 

qk-\r(j>k + r) (ak+ak,y+\\+akk,yf^ 

-qk,s+\,pk+\ (l-q,A ,)(l-y) 

r(qk+pk+\)r(s+\) 
qk+r(pk + \) f(y), 

where 2F, is the hypergeometric function and/(y) has the 
form 

(1 -yf-Pk 
m =

 {ak+akr\l+akkyr^ 

-qk,s + \,pk. + \ 
(\-ak¡/)(\-y) (A.4) 

i+flkk-y 

Thus Eq. (A.3) can be expressed as 

pi = 0 qk\r(pk, + V) 

Taking the series expansion of/(y) around the origin, 
this equation turns into 

]Ty'í/s(/í,p,í,q,í<,p,í0 = 
p. = o 

T(qk+pk + \)T(s + \) 
qk\r(pk, + V) 

f»(0) vlr'(0)„2 
V. y 2! 

/ w (0) 
— — 1 

Therefore, identifying the general terms of the mem
bers of the above equality and choosing ¡i = qk, the integral 



(17) is of the form 

h(qk,Pk,qk-,P«) 
r(qk+p«+W(s+t)f(qk)(0^ (A.6) 

qk\q¡¿\r(j>k + \) 

where/^(O) is the derivative of order qk at the origin of 
the function J[y). 

A.2. Exact calculation o/f<qi<)(0) by substituting series 

In this section we explain how to obtain the deriva
tives in Eq. (A.6) accurately. The method consists in taking 
the series expansions of each of the terms that form a 
function and making the composition throughout the 
sum, the product, the division or the power of the partíais 
series obtained. The aim is to find the derivative of order 
qk of the function/(y), which is equivalent to calculate the 
coefficient of the Taylor series expansion at the origin 
with the same order. Due to the fact that f[y) is an 
extremely complicated function, the direct calculation of 
the derivative is not an abordable task, so we will split the 
problem into simpler parts and we will construct the final 
series making use of the processes mentioned above. 

The first step is to develop the hypergeometric func
tion 2F, in Eq. (A.4) 

/(y) = 
a-yy s-Pk 9k 

i = 1 

(A.7) 
(ak + ak,)

s+'(-l+akk,yy 

where it has been defined z as 

, = (\-akk)(\-y) 
^+akky 

In this equation, coefficients c¡ can be obtained by the 
recurrence relation of the hypergeometric series 

Cj+i = ( -q i<-+ ' ) (s+'+i ) 
Ci (pk,+i+V)(i + V) c0 = l, 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

Rearranging the terms, we obtain iovf[y) the following 
expression: 

f(y)--
l 

i 
(ak+akf 

9k 

PTEC ' 
i = 1 

9k 

T]Tc i( l-a, i f c . ) i 

( i-yrP t 

(\+akkyr\ 
(l_y)s+'-Pk 

^+akkyf 
(A. 10) 

If we expand in power series the last term in brackets 
and after some tedious manipulations, the function /(y) 
reads as 

-i 9k oo 

(ak + ak-) j = 1 t = 0 

9k t! 
E, 
r = o \(ak+ak-f 

T£<*4)£ (Al l ) 

where 

d\: -.(-rr\\-akk,yJ2h, (A.12) 

and where the coefficients b) can be expressed as 

, _ r(i+s+\-pk) 

b).+ \ = akk(qk-X)(X+i+s + \) 
b), (2 + l ) (2+ i '+s+ l -p k -q k ) 

(A.13) 

The derivative of order qk at the origin is then obtained 
retaining only the coefficients corresponding to t = qk in 
Eq. (A l l ) 

fak)(Q) -. q/<! 

(ak+ak.f
+

 i = 0 

9k 

TE C ' d 9k- (A.14) 

Finally, the expression for the RR-integrals (A.6) reads as 

¡s(qk,pk,qk,pk) = —— — ^ r r / . c¡ %• 
qki\r(pk. + l)(ak+ak.f

+" fri q" 
(A.15) 
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